Update ccNSO Work Plan (council Agenda item 3)

The detailed May 2011 Work Plan (May 2011-December 2012) has been reviewed. Additional notes on each of the line items have been added and marked in **green**. Major results:

- The implementation of the high priority ccNSO review recommendations is completed. The Board Structural Improvements Committee has been informed accordingly.
- Change of planning on IDN ccPDP. Including extension of guidelines on improving predictability of confusing similarity review.
- Completion of Ops Plan and Budget FY 2012 by SOP WG

Not included in the work plan due to its limited duration, but major activity is ccNSO submission on the Further Notice of Inquiry on the IANA Functions Contract.

Based on review detailed May 2011 Work Plan, the detailed Work Plan has been updated. It now reflects the major activities of the ccNSO moving forward as of August 2011 and until December 2012.

Please note the 3 years rolling forward plan is not included in the documents. It has not been reviewed nor updated at this stage.

Bart Boswinkel